There are large and growing textual corpora in which people express contrastive opinions about the same topic. This has led to an increasing number of studies about contrastive opinion mining. However, there are several notable issues with the existing studies. They mostly focus on mining contrastive opinions from multiple data collections, which need to be separated into their respective collections beforehand. In addition, existing models are opaque in terms of the relationship between topics that are extracted and the sentences in the corpus which express the topics; this opacity does not help us understand the opinions expressed in the corpus. Finally, contrastive opinion is mostly analysed qualitatively rather than quantitatively. This paper addresses these matters and proposes a novel unified latent variable model (contraLDA), which: mines contrastive opinions from both single and multiple data collections, extracts the sentences that project the contrastive opinion, and measures the strength of opinion contrastiveness towards the extracted topics. Experimental results show the effectiveness of our model in mining contrasted opinions, which outperformed our baselines in extracting coherent and informative sentiment-bearing topics. We further show the accuracy of our model in classifying topics and sentiments of textual data, and we compared our results to five strong baselines.
applications aimed at uncovering public opinions and social trends. This is partially driven by the fact that the Web now holds a large number of opinionated documents, such as opinion pieces and product reviews, to name a few. An additional driver is that the language one uses to express opinion indicates one's subjective viewpoints; this language can be used to understand and cluster people's opinion based on belief, experience or emotion, rather than facts. Text mining methods are therefore desired for facilitating automatic discovery of subjective viewpoints present in such large amounts of opinionated documents.
We define contrastive opinion mining as the discovery of opinion perspectives held by different individuals or groups, which are related to a given topic but opposite in terms of sentiments. The usefulness of contrastive opinion mining spans across many applications such as discovering the public's stand on major socio-political events [1] , observing heated debates over controversial issues where different sides defend their viewpoints with contrasting statements [2] , as well as mining issues from product review sites that can serve as an important source of feedback to businesses [3] . For example, there were heated discussions on the web about whether one should install the Mac OS X El Capitan soon after it was released to the public. Table 1 shows some discussions from the Apple Store, where people express highly controversial opinions after upgrading to the system, i.e., some experienced pleasant performance improvements while others witnessed a significant drop in speed. Considering the huge number of reviews available, it is highly desirable to acquire an overview of the major viewpoints from large amounts of text data automatically, allowing one to convert data into actionable knowledge and then make decisions in a timely manner.
Recently, mining contrastive opinions has been applied to a variety of tasks, including analysing editorial differences between multiple media sources [4] , extracting contrastive viewpoints from political debates [1] , as well as examining cross-cultural differences with respect to language use on social media [5] . However, these existing studies on contrastive opinion mining rely on an assumption that input data containing different opinion perspectives are separated into different collections beforehand. While this assumption might hold for some practical scenarios, quite often one needs to analyse contrastive opinion contained in a single collection such as text of streaming social media data. Apps open with lightening speed.
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-Opinion
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In addition, it is natural that debates on some topics are more prominent or controversial than others, which indicates the importance of the topic. Therefore, being able to understand the prominence of a topic and the levels of contrastiveness of sentiment will enable one to quickly identify information that needs immediate attention. Finally, existing models generally interpret contrastive opinions solely in terms of the extracted topic words, which are not adequate to help us accurately understand the opinions presented in the corpus since the topic words only express shallow semantics. Therefore, it would be illuminating to consider the dependency between the sentences in the corpus and the topic of discussion in order to better understand and interpret contrastive opinion. The representative sentences also help to clarify the coherence of the extracted topics.
In this paper, we address the aforementioned issues by proposing a novel unified latent variable model (contraLDA) for mining contrastive opinion from text collections [6] . The proposed model makes several distinctive contributions, for it: (1) can be trained flexibly under weakly-supervised or fully-supervised settings, depending on the type of supervision information available; (2) automatically discovers contrastive opinion from both single and multiple text collections; (3) quantifies the strength of opinion contrastiveness towards the topic of interest, which could allow one to swiftly flag issues that require immediate attention; and (4) extracts sentences relevant to topics by adopting a strategy from [7] , making sentiment-bearing topics clearer to users. Extensive experimental results show that our model outperforms several baseline models in terms of extracting coherent and distinctive sentiment-bearing topics which express contrastive opinions. The top sentences extracted by our approach further help us effectively understand and interpret sentiment-bearing topics. Lastly, we evaluate the performance our model in the supervised sentiment and topic classification task, in which contraLDA outperforms or gives comparable performance to five strong supervised baselines.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. We first review the related work in Section 2, followed by detailed discussion of our model in Section 3. Section 4 and Section 5 present the experimental setup and results, respectively. Finally we conclude the paper in Section 6.
Related work

Cross-collection opinion mining
There are several previous studies related to our work. Zhai et al. [8] introduced the cross-collection mixture (ccMix) model, which is a probabilistic model for comparing text collections. The model extracts topics from comparable news sources and identified topics common to all the sources about a given event as well as topics that are unique to each news source. Similarly, the cross-collection LDA (ccLDA) model [4] extracted what is common to all the sources and what is unique to one specific source. The key difference between ccMix and ccLDA is that the former was built based on probabilistic latent semantic indexing (pLSI) while the latter is based on latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). However, neither model considered modelling the opinions in text.
To bridge the gap, there are a number of works which address both topics and sentiments. The multi-view topic model (mview-LDA) [9] , which can be trained in both fullysupervised and semi-supervised settings, detects ideological bias at topic-level across multiple collections of data and presented summarised views from different opinion perspectives. Mukherjee and Liu [10] proposed several topic models for mining contentions from discussions and debates. Apart from discovering contention/agreement indicators, the proposed models also can model the interaction between authors and topics with regards to the reply-to relations and authorpair structures. Fang et al. [1] tackled the problem of mining contrastive opinions from political texts. They assumed that topics are expressed through nouns and opinions through adjectives, verbs, and adverbs. In addition, while opinion words are drawn from a perspective specific opinion distribution, topic words are drawn from a word distribution shared across multiple collections. The above assumption was also adopted by Thonet et al. [11] , who proposed the viewpoint and opinion discovery unification model (VODUM) model for joint discovery of viewpoints, topics and opinions. In their part-ofspeech tagging process, nouns are excluded from the opinion word distribution, which potentially ignores words that are indicative for sentiment, e.g., f ailure, genuis, wisdom, etc.
Another line of work focuses on summarising contrastive opinion over multiple documents. Paul et al. [12] proposed a two-stage approach to summarising contrastive viewpoints. First, they extracted multiple viewpoints from text using the topic aspect model (TAM) [13] ; TAM was modelled based on the assumption that a word in a document belongs to either a topic, a viewpoint, both or neither. The second stage introduced the comparative LexRank algorithm used for both ranking and generating contrastive summaries of the multiple viewpoints. Guo et al. [14] integrated expert opinions with ordinary opinions from social media for contrastive opinion summarisation, where the expert opinions were used as priors for aligning contrastive sentiment in the ordinary opinions. Ren and de Rijke [15] targeted contrastive theme summarisation using hierarchical non-parametric processes. They first employed a structured determinantal point process to extract a subset of diverse and salient themes, based on which the contrastive summaries were then generated using an iterative optimisation algorithm. A recent study [16] presented two differential topic models (dTM-Dirichlet and dTM-SAGE) for summarising the differences among document groups. The dTM-Dirichlet model captures unique word usage for each document group by modelling the group-specific word distribution, whereas, the dTM-SAGE model captures both group-specific topics and the unique characteristics of each document group as well as the background topics.
Cross-lingual and cultural analysis
Studies focus on cross-lingual and cross-cultural analysis are also closely related to our work. This form of analysis is useful for identifying the similarities and differences of opinion across different languages or cultures. Nakasaki et al. [17] proposed a topic model for visualising and analysing crosslingual and cross-cultural differences from social blogs. They first created multilingual queries from Wikipedia entries for retrieving blog feeds. Next, statistical measures based on term probability and frequency were introduced for differentiating terms that are characteristic in one language or in both languages. Guo et al. [18] proposed the cross-lingual latent semantic association (CLaSA) model to learn and cat-egorise words used to describe the same aspect of product features in different languages. In a similar vein, Elahi and Monachesi [5] used LDA to examine cross-cultural similarities and differences from social media data with respect to language use, but with a focus on analysing how two different cultures express emotions during romantic discussions on social media. Gutiérrez et al. [19] proposed a statistical model which learns common topics from multilingual and non-parallel data, and simultaneously discovers the different perspectives of the learned topics across the cultural groups.
To summarise, although the aforementioned models provide frameworks for mining contrastive opinion among different groups or sources, they all rely on the assumption that data containing different opinions are separated into different collections beforehand. However, this requirement might not be practical in real-world applications, for instance, detecting contrastive perspectives on certain topics where the input is streaming social media data. In addition, topics extracted by these models are opaque in terms of what sentences in the corpus express them, and thus could not help us gain deep insights of opinions encoded in the topics.
Methodology
We propose a model called contraLDA which offers a unified framework for mining contrastive opinions from text, where the source of text could be either a single collection or multiple collection of text. In addition, the contraLDA model can be trained flexibly under weakly-supervised or fully-supervised settings, depending on the type of supervision information available.
The graphical model of contraLDA is shown in Fig. 1 . Given a collection of documents D, assume that D can be divided in to C classes: D = {D c } C c=1 with D c documents per class, each document d in class c is a sequence of N d words, each word in the document is an item from a vocabulary with V distinct terms, and c is the class index. Also assuming that L and T are the total number of sentiment labels and topics, respectively, the complete procedure for generating a word w n in contraLDA is as follows: first, one draws a topic z from the class-constrained topic distribution θ c d . Following that, one draws a sentiment label l from the topic specific, classconstrained sentiment distribution π c d,z . Finally, one draws a word from the per-corpus word distribution ϕ z,l conditioned on both topic z and sentiment label l. Note that documents of all collections share the same ϕ, and we can fully keep track of which collection a document belongs to based on its It is also important to note that the number of classes C plays a key role in controlling the operation mode of contraLDA. That is when C = 1, contraLDA is essentially modelling a single collection of text without any class membership information. In the scenario where C > 1, contraLDA will be switching to model multiple collections of text, e.g., documents annotated with class labels, or articles from New York Times and Xinhua News about the same set of events. We summarise the generative process of contraLDA as follows:
Incorporating supervised information
The contraLDA model can be trained flexibly under weaklysupervised or fully-supervised settings, depending on the type of supervision information available. Specifically, if there are only labelled features available (e.g., sentiment lexicon, or topic seed words), our model will incorporate the labelled features to constrain the Dirichlet prior of topic-word distributions, which essentially plays a role in governing the model inference. If there is fully labelled data available, e.g., labelled documents, our model will account for the full super-vision from document labels during the generative process, where each document can associate with a single class label or multiple class labels. However, if the dataset contains both labelled and unlabelled data, our model will account for the available labels during the generative process as well as incorporate the labelled features as above to constrain the Dirichlet prior.
When labelled data is available, contraLDA incorporates supervised information by constraining that a training document can only be generated from the topic set with class labels corresponding to the document's observed label set. This is achieved by introducing a dependency link from the document label matrix to the Dirichlet priors α and γ. Suppose a corpus has three topical labels denoted by Z = {z 1 , z 2 , z 3 } and for each label z k there are two sentiment labels denoted by l = {l 1 , l 2 }. Given observed label matrix c = { c z , c l } = {(1, 0, 1), (1, 0)} which indicates that d is associated with topic labels z 1 , z 3 as well as sentiment label l 1 , we can encode the label information into contraLDA as
This ensures that d can only be generated from topics associated with observed class labels from . If there are no labelled documents available, contraLDA will incorporate labelled features from λ (e.g., sentiment lexicons) for constraining the Dirichlet priors β using the same strategy described in [20, 21] .
Inference
From the contraLDA graphical model depicted in Fig. 1 , we can write the joint distribution of all observed and hidden variables which can be factored into three terms:
By integrating out φ, θ and π in the first, second and third term of Eq. (3) respectively, we can obtain
where N k, j,i is the number of times word i appeared in topic k with sentiment label j, N k, j is the number of times words are assigned to topic k and sentiment label j, N d,k, j is the number of times a word from document d is associated with topic k and sentiment label j, N d,k is the number of times topic k is assigned to some word tokens in document d, N d is the total number of words in document d and Γ is the gamma function.
The main objective of inference in contraLDA is then to find a set of model parameters that can best explain the observed data, namely, the class-constrained topic proportion θ c , the class-constrained topic label specific sentiment proportion π c , and the per-corpus word distribution ϕ. To compute these target distributions, we need to calculate the posterior distribution of the model. As the posterior is intractable, we use a collapsed Gibbs sampler to approximate the posterior based on the full conditional distribution for each word token in position t. By evaluating the model joint distribution in Eq. (3), we can yield the full conditional distribution as follows
Using Eq. (7), we can obtain sampling assignments for con-traLDA model, based on which model parameters can be estimated as
We summarise the sampling procedure for the contraLDA model in Algorithm 1. for each word w ∈ d do
5:
Exclude word, sentiment label and topic at index x: 
Hyperparameter estimation
For the contraLDA model hyperparameters, while the values of β and γ are set empirically, α is estimated from data using maximum-likelihood. Setting α c A common practice for topic model implementation is to use symmetric Dirichlet hyperparameters. However, it was reported that using an asymmetric Dirichlet prior over the per-document topic proportions has substantial advantages over a symmetric prior [22] . We initialise the asymmetric α = (0.05 ×N)/T , whereN is the average document length of the corpus and the value of 0.05 on average allocates 5% of probability mass for mixing. Afterwards for every 40 Gibbs sampling iterations, α is learned directly from data using maximum-likelihood estimation [22, 23] :
Setting β The Dirichlet prior β is first initialised with a symmetric value of 0.01 [22] , and then modified by a transformation matrix λ which encodes the supervised information from the labelled feature learned from the training data. Setting γ c We empirically set the symmetric prior γ c = (0.05 ×N)/(T × L), where the value of 0.05 on average allocates 5% of probability mass for mixing.
Modelling the associations between sentiment-bearing topics and sentences
Existing models can only learn topic-word and topicdocument associations as they operate on bag-of-words features at the document-level, with the sentential structures of the corpus being ignored. Therefore, we adopt a computational mechanism [7] that can uncover the association between a sentiment-bearing topic and the underlying sentences of a corpus. First, we preserve the sentential structure of each document during the corpus preprocessing step (see Section 4 for more details). Second, modelling topic-sentence relevance is essentially equivalent to calculating the probability of a sentence given a sentiment-bearing topic p(sent|z, l).
The posterior inference of our model, based on Gibbs sampling, can recover the hidden sentiment label and topic label assignments for each word in the corpus. Such label-word assignment information provides a means for re-assembling the relevance between a word and a sentiment-bearing topic. By leveraging the sentential structure information and gathering the label assignment statistics for each word of a sentence, we can derive the probability of a sentence given a sentimentbearing topic as
where
Note that p(l, z) is discounted as it is a constant when comparing sentential labels for the same sentiment-bearing topic. The extracted sentences for each sentiment-bearing topic are ranked based on their probability scores.
Experimental setup
Dataset
We evaluate the performance of our model for contrastive opinion mining on two datasets with distinctive characteristics: (1) the Obama Healthcare dataset and (2) the El Capitan dataset [24] .
Obama Healthcare dataset This dataset contains telephone interview responses of 1,014 adults regarding the Obama Healthcare bill, out of which 45% of the responses are for the bill and 48% against 1) . We choose this dataset because it has been widely used in many (contrastive) opinion mining related studies [2, 15] . El Capitan dataset The El Capitan dataset consists of reviews manually annotated (with 18 topic labels and 3 sentiment labels in total) for various opinion mining tasks. The dataset consists of 2,232 customer reviews, with topic and sentiment annotations at both the review and sentence levels.
For the sentiment labels, we only concentrate on positive and negative sentiment labels with the 2.3% of neutral reviews being ignored, since the aim of this study is to mine contrastive opinion from text.
Preprocessing
We preprocessed the experimental datasets by first performing automatic sentence segmentation 2) in order to preserve the sentential structure information of each document. We then remove punctuation, numbers, non-alphabet characters, stop words, lowercase all words, and perform stemming. Summary statistics of the datasets are shown in Table 2 .
Baselines
There are a few lines of study on contrastive opinion mining and viewpoint detection from textual data, which share the spirit of the proposed contraLDA model. We describe below the most relevant models which we employ as baselines in our experiment. TAM model The topic aspect model (TAM) [13] jointly discovers topics and aspects which represent opinion perspectives. In the generative process of TAM, topic and aspect mixtures are sampled independently. In contrast, con-traLDA models the dependency between topics and opinions and samples sentiment and topic labels simultaneously. ccLDA model The cross-collection LDA (ccLDA) model [4] detects the similarities and differences in topics between cultures from comparable blogs and forums. ccLDA assumes that the opinion perspective of a document is a known priori since perspectives are determined by the collection a document belongs to. VODUM model The viewpoint and opinion discovery unification model (VODUM) model [11] jointly discovers viewpoints, topics, and opinions from texts in an unsupervised setting. VODUM requires a bimodal dataset in which topical words and viewpoint specific opinion words are partitioned using part-of-speech (POS). Unlike VODUM, con-traLDA and other baselines do not require POS tagging in preprocessing.
Experimental results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our model for contrastive opinion mining based on the two datasets described above. For the results reported for topic coherence (Section 5.1), contrastive opinion analysis (Section 5.2), and opinion contrastivenss (Section 5.3), contraLDA is trained with weakly-supervised learning as all the baseline models are weakly-supervised. For the classification results reported in Section 5.4, contraLDA is trained with fully-supervised learning.
Topic coherence
We first quantitatively measure the coherence of the extracted topics by our model and compare the results against a number of baselines, namely, TAM [13] , ccLDA [4] , and VO-DUM [11] . Topic coherence is a metric for measuring the quality of the extracted topics. This metric, in contrast to perplexity and likelihood, has been shown to be highly consistent with human experts in the task of assessing topic quality [25, 26] . Specifically, we employ normalised pointwise mutual information (NPMI) [27] to measure the semantic coherence of topics as it has been shown in a number of studies that NPMI outperforms other metrics for measuring topic coherence [28, 29] . Formally, NPMI is defined as
For both experimental datasets, we run our model and the baseline models with two sentiment labels (i.e., positive and negative), and vary the topic number setting T ∈ {5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50} (in a weakly supervised setting). For fair comparison, we set our model and all baseline models 3) with the same topic-word distribution hyperparameter, i.e., β = 0.01 [30] . The document-topic distribution hyperparameter α is set to 0.1 for all models according to the original default setting described in [13] . For each model, we ran Gibbs sampling 5 times with 1000 iterations each run. We then average the topic coherence scores for each model over those 5 independent runs, as reported in Fig. 2 . As can be seen from Fig. 2 , there is a general pattern for all tested models, where the coherence score of the extracted topics decreases as a larger number of topics K being modelled. This is inline with the observations of [19, 26] , who discovered that as the number of topics increases, lowerlikelihood topics tend to be more incoherent, resulting in lower coherence score for topics. It is also observed that topics extracted from the El Capitan dataset are more coherent than the topics from the Healthcare dataset. This is likely due to the fact that documents of the Heathcare dataset are much shorter than that of the El Capitan dataset ( Table 2) , i.e., in short documents, word co-occurrence patterns are more difficult to discover and hence resulting in less coherent topics. In terms of individual models, our model consistently achieves a 3) For the TAM model, β is the prior for document-aspect distributions and ω the prior topic-word distribution (which is equivalent to β in the other models). Therefore, we set ω = 0.01 and use the default value for β = 1.0 following [13] higher coherent score than all baseline models. For instance, when compared with the best baseline VODUM, our model gives over 8% and 15% averaged improvement on the El Capitan dataset and the Healthcare dataset, respectively. This demonstrates the capability of the proposed contraLDA in extracting coherent and meaningful topics.
Contrastive opinion analysis
In this section, we qualitatively evaluate our model in the task of discovering contrastive opinions. For the Healthcare dataset, all models were trained with 5 topic and 2 sentiment labels following [2] . In terms of the El Capitan dataset, models were trained with 18 topics and 2 sentiment labels.
Mining contrastive opinions from text
The top panel of Table 3 shows 6 contrastive opinion topic pairs extracted by our model for both datasets, with each topic represented by the top 10 topic words. Note that a topic pair such as (Topic0+, Topic0-), expresses contrastive opinions towards the same topic Topic0, with "+" and "-" indicating the topic sentiment orientation. For instance, the two topics under Topic0 show contrastive opinions about the proposed healthcare bill. Topic words such as need, better, afford extracted by contraLDA model indicate support for the bill, whereas words such as debt, cost, control show people's concern towards the bill. Topic2 is likely about the effect of the bill on the country's economy, in which we see Topic2+ seems to convey arguments from the for group that the bill is good and better, whereas by inspecting Topic2-, the against group is likely to hold reservation about this idea (i.e., bad and expensive). The right panel of Table 3 presents the contrastive opinion topics extracted from the El Capitan dataset, which contains a lot of highly controversial opinions regarding this Mac operating system 4) . For instance, the topic Performance+ suggests that some people feel the system performs better and app runs faster, whereas the negative topic Performance-seems to show highly contrastive opinion that people have bad experience after upgrade, e.g., app crashes or freezes, and mac becomes slow.
For comparison, we also show six contrastive opinion topic pairs extracted by the VODUM model, i.e., the baseline model with the best topic coherence score (Fig. 2) . The topics extracted by VODUM, as shown in the bottom panel of Table 3 , were aligned with the topics extracted by contraLDA automatically using pointwise mutual information [28, 31] . It is observed that the contrastive topic pairs extracted by VODUM are either not coherent enough (i.e., difficult to interpret) or contain overlapping sentiment words, which make the viewpoints difficult to differentiate. For instance, both topics under Performance contain negative sentiment words like slow and old. In contrast, the sentimentbearing topics extracted by our model are much more distinctive and crisp, which convey clear viewpoints.
Extracting relevant sentences for supporting opinion understanding
Although the topics discovered by contraLDA are meaningful and convey plausible contrastive opinions, it is still impossible to accurately interpret the meaning of the extracted topics solely based on its multinomial distribution, especially when one is unfamiliar with the topic domain. For example, topic words such as crash, slow and freeze under topic Performance-of the contraLDA model express clear negative sentiment. However, it is impossible to tell whether the sentiment is targeted to the aspect word app or mac. To address this gap and to gain deeper insight to the opinion encoded in the topics, we employed a mechanism [7] (as described in Section 3.4) to extract the most relevant sentences for sentiment-bearing topics, which can facilitate accurate understanding and interpretation of the topics discovered. Table 4 shows the extracted top sentences (ranked based on Eq. (12)) for each sentiment-bearing topic. For instance, the extracted top sentences for Topic2 "Updating will be good for the economy" and "I think it's a detriment to the economy" show that topic words under Topic2+ suggest that the Obama Healthcare will help the economy, while Topic2-contrastively indicates that the proposed healthcare system will be detrimental to the economy. The top sentences for the Office topic show that some customers recorded an improvement with their office app (e.g., "Office 2016 opens quickly with no issues"), while others are unhappy with the office app (e.g., "Update: Office apps tend to crash after the update"). In a similar vein, the extracted sentences for the Performance topic help to clarify that while some people have an update with a system performance boost, others witnessed a dramatic performance drop. The extracted top sentences also help reveal the dependencies between topic words, which are essential for better interpretation of the topic. For instance, the sentence extracted for Performance-reveals that the sentiment word freeze actually describes the aspect word apps, and that the sentiment slow is directed to the computer, i.e., "Computer slows down dramatically, apps freeze".
To summarise, the top sentences extracted by our approach can effectively bridge the gap between the topic word distributions and the opinion encoded within the topic, and hence can greatly help facilitate sentiment-bearing topic understanding and interpretation.
Analysis of opinion contrastiveness
In the previous section, we qualitatively analyse the contrastive opinion topic pairs extracted by the contraLDA model. In this section, we further study the problem of quantifying the strength of opinion contrastiveness towards the topic of interest. We approach this by computing the prominence score for each sentiment-bearing topic extracted by contraLDA given a corpus c. The prominence score is defined as
where D is the total number of documents in the corpus. Thus the prominence for topic z in a corpus can be derived as Figure 3 shows some contrastive opinion topic pairs ordered by their prominence in the corpus, where the pairs with the highest prominence scores (calculated based on Eq. (18)) are placed on the top. One of the benefits of modelling topic prominence and sentiment contrastiveness is that it gives a quick overview of the notable topics and the sentiments towards them, which allows one to swiftly flag topics or issues that require immediate attention. For instance by looking at Fig. 3 , one can easily identify that for the Healthcare dataset, Topic0 and Topic2 gained most concerns from the public, whereas for the El Capitan dataset the most heated topics are update and performance.
In terms of opinion contrastiveness, we see that Topic2, which conveys opinion about the effect of the proposed healthcare system on the economy, received quite balanced positive and negative sentiment magnitude. In contrast, for Topic3, negative opinions on the cost of insurance significantly outweigh positive opinions. By inspecting the topic words and the representative sentences in the corpus, many people expressed concern about the cost, e.g., "It's going to cost us too much and won't cover what is expected." In terms of the El Capitan dataset, we can see that topics
Performance and Update are skewed towards the negative sentiment, indicating that a majority of customers experienced a performance drop after upgrading to El Capitan. Interestingly, for the Yosemite topic, positive sentiments toward the topic clearly outweighs the negative sentiments. By examining the corpus, we found that many people actually expressed that they preferred using Yosemite compared to the unstable El Capitan, e.g., "So I downgraded back to Yosemite".
Sentiment and topic classification
Our last experiment focuses on the task of sentiment and topic classification. When performing classification, training and testing data are normally prepared in the same modality, i.e., both at the document or the sentence level. In this experiment, we further explore the effect on classification performance when the data modality for training and testing are different based on the El Capitan dataset, i.e., train on documents and test on sentences, and vice versa. Note that sentiment classification in our experiment is a binary classification task involving positive and negative labels only. Topic classification is multi-class classification with 18 different labels. Since the baselines used in the previous section are weakly-supervised, we compare the overall performance of contraLDA (in supervised setting) with two supervised topic models (i.e., labelled LDA [32] and supervised LDA [33] ), the Naive Bayes model (NB), SVM, as well as a deep learning baseline, i.e., Convolutional Neural Network for Sentence Classification (CNN-SC) [34] . Recall, Precision and F1 score are used as evaluation metrics, and we report the results based on 5-fold cross validation, which are summarised in Tables 5 and 6 .
Overall, it can be seen from Tables 5 and 6 that both NB and SVM consistently outperform the supervised topic model baselines (i.e., sLDA and L-LDA) for both sentiment and topic classification. In terms of NB and SVM, it is observed that NB performed better than SVM in sentiment classification for all settings, with a higher margin from 2.7% to 8.8% in F1. However, SVM generally outperformed NB on topic classification, especially when both trained and tested at the sentence level. The proposed contraLDA outperformed all baselines in sentiment classification when trained on sentences. For topic classification, contraLDA achieved the best classification results when trained on sentences and tested on reviews. The deep learning approach (CNN-SC) achieved the best overall performance for topic classification. Especially, when trained on sentences and tested on sentences, CNN-SC gives a much higher F1 score (i.e., 71.0%) than all other comparison models, demonstrating its superior capability in handling large numbers of classes in classification.
One interesting finding from the experiment is that training and testing on the same data modality does not necessary yield the best classification result. In fact, for both sentiment and topic classification, most of the tested classifiers in general performed best when trained on sentences. For instance, contraLDA trained on sentences achieved the highest F1 scores in sentiment classification, i.e., 80.1% when tested on sentences and 90.1% when tested on reviews. In terms of topic classification, models trained on sentences again achieved the best results, i.e., contraLDA performed best when predicting review labels (i.e., 59.0%) and CNN-SC performed best when predicting sentence labels (i.e., 71.0%). These observations suggest that training data at the sentence level has better feature representation for class labels, as training data at the review level is more likely to introduce noisy features. For instance, even though the overall sentiment of a review is positive, it is not unusual that it also contain sentences expressing negative sentiment. Likewise, while a sentence normally discuss a certain topic, a review is likely to cover several topics or aspects [35] .
Overall, it can be concluded that the proposed contraLDA model gives competitive performance in both sentiment and topic classification tasks, and models trained on sentences yield better performance than trained on reviews in general.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the contraLDA model for automatically mining contrastive opinion from either single or multiple text collections. Experimental results on two realworld datasets show that our model outperforms several commonly benchmarked models in extracting more coherent sentiment-bearing topic pairs which represent contrastive opinions. In addition, we introduced a mechanism for extracting sentences from corpus that are relevant to sentimentbearing topics, which helps understanding and interpretation of the topics discovered. Apart from qualitatively analysis, we also quantitatively analysed the level of opinion contrastiveness towards topics of interest, which could allow one to swiftly flag issues that require immediate attention. Lastly, we evaluate the performance our model in the supervised sentiment and topic classification task, in which contraLDA outperforms or gives comparable performance to five strong supervised baselines.
In the future, we plan to investigate our approach on datasets from more domains. Another interesting direction is to extend the model with online learning capability, so that the model can fit large scale of data efficiently. 
